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Here is Nicholas taking photographs at 
D-PES. There were four of us from FLAAR 
taking notes every day of the entire expo.

Additional FLAAR Reports staff at D-PES 
2012, Ximena, Maria Renee, and Pablo.

Four of us from FLAAR Reports were 
already at D-PES the day before 
it opened. The FLAAR Reports 
introduction to this first Chinese 
expo was already available (the day 
before; not bad performance).

Our first impression was that 
the D-PES this year is noticeably 
larger: many more printer 
manufacturers, more media and 
substrate manufacturers. And as 
with past years, an entire hall full 
of cutters (primarily CO2 laser 
cutters or engravers, but also 
CNC routers).
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A panoramic view of D-PES.

Entrance to D-PES 2012 trade show.
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D-PES organizer’s office the day before the expo opened. Here you can see some of 
the scores of assistants whose work made this expo a success.

D-PES exhibitor list; there was also a full catalog, a floor plan map and exhibitor list; and a magazine showing most of the 
products exhibited. If you have a Subscription to FLAAR Reports at level 5E and above, we can send you these D-PES catalogs.
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View from the second floor of the Poly 
World Trade Center Expo (D-PES 2012) 
to China Export Comodities complex 
(Sign China 2012), Guangzhou.

Two days after D-PES opened, 
the competing Guangzhou 
expo opened across the street: 
so for several overlapping 
days you have one of the 
largest printer expo events in 
the world (only Shanghai and 
DRUPA are larger).

To give you an idea of size; 
D-PES is about 200% larger 
than this year’s FESPA Digital 
Barcelona. Actually D-PES 2012 
was larger than FESPA+VISCOM 
all put together.
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D-PES was divided in 2 floors and 
in 4 Halls. The first floor (hall 1 and 
2), exhibited printers, cutters and 
laminators; the second floor (hall 3 and 
4) was integrated with inks, materials 
and CNC machines. 

So, if you did not get to 
D-PES this February, you 
might want to obtain all 
the information from nine 
FLAAR Reports that will 
result from this expo. These 
additional reports list and 
describe what we saw, 
heard, and experienced at 
this large printer, ink, media, 
and flatbed cutter expo. 

You can Subscribe (via 
www.FLAAR-Reports.org) 
to see more about printers, 
inks and media, which you 
will not be able to see at 
FESPA nor at DRUPA!
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every day of the entire expo.
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1. Mr. Wang Ying, President of Inkjet Printing Branch of CPEIA

1 2
3

4
5 6

7

8 9

2. Mr. Chi Zehua,   President of CIPTU
3. Mr. Luo Qun,     President of CEEIU 
5. Mr.Ye Zhengye, General Manager of ROC Machine Electronic
    System Engineering (Shanghai) Company

6. Mr. Sharif Rahman, CEO of INTERNATIONAL EXPO-CONSULTS L.L.C. 
7. Dr. Nicholas  Hellmuth, Director of FLAAR Reports
9. Mr. Sun Dongwei, General Manager of Guangzhou D-PES
     United Network Technology Co., Ltd 

A
B

It is traditional at the opening 
of Chinese trade shows to have 
explosive confetti gizmos that 
cause beautiful confetti to rain 
down on the opening committee.
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Next to Nicholas is Sharif Rehman, 
International Expo Consults LLC, 
organizer of SGI Middle East (Sign 
& Graphic Imaging exhibition in 
Dubai).

As you can see in this 
photo essay, Dr Hellmuth 
was a VIP guest of honor 
at the opening ceremony 
for D-PES.
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Journalists and people who attended to D-PES 2012 opening ceremony.
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WIT-COLOR booth.

Wantong booth.
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ALLWIN booth.

Gongzheng Tech booth.
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CRYSTAL booth.

UNIVERSAL booth.
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Fei Yeung Union booth.

iPentiun booth.
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Creation booth.

Fortuna booth.
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MUTOH booth.
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Roland booth.
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TAIMES booth.

Sky Color booth.
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TCH booth.

ZXFLEX booth.
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Goldpalm booth.

LTFLEX booth.

There were hundreds 
of booths. We show all 
pertinent booths in the 
many additional FLAAR 
Reports which will be 
issued during April. 
There will be reports 
on textile printers, UV-
cured printers, inks, 
media & substrates, 
etc. These are available 
by Subscription.

There were hundreds of booths. 
In this introductory free report we 
show samples.

If you wish to see 100% of the 
booths or printers, inks or media, 
then you should acquire the 
additional FLAAR Reports, one on 
every product category.

These additional reports (with tons of 
additional photographs) can be sent 
to you if you sign up for a Subscription 
(www.FLAAR-Reports.org).
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What does FLAAR do at a trade show?

First, as a research institute, we are interested in learning what are the new inks, the new kinds 
of media and substrates, and which new printers are going to utilize the new inks.

As an educational institute, we wish to prepare reports that assist people all around the 
world to learn what is available in digital imaging technology and consumables from Chinese 
companies (since D-PES is probably 90% Chinese manufacturers).

For both the research and the educational aspects, it sure helps to have photographs, so all 
four of us have cameras. In order to obtain good quality, we utilize a tripod when possible. This 
initial free overview report on D-PES shows samples of our photography. Our mail camera was 
a 21-megapixel Canon EOS-1Ds Mark III.

The remaining many reports utilize the best of the several thousand photographs that we 
harvested from four days at D-PES.

Nichoas Helmuth at Shen 
Zhen Orient Longke 
Industry booth.
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Distributors from around the world ask for tips 
and suggestions. Indeed starting last year we 
instituted a consulting program specifically 
for distributors and for 2012 we now have a 
new web site, www.FLAAR-Reports.org, which 
has a page dedicated to showing our services 
which are available for distributors.

What does FLAAR do at a trade show?
Meetings, meetings, meetings: Distributors and print shop owners

Here is Nicholas with Marcos Comparato, executive of one 
of the top three largest wide-format printer distributors in 
Brazil. We worked with his Sign Supply both in Guangzhou 
and then subsequently at FESPA Digital.

Here is Hernan Gonzalez with FLAAR team. We 
first met Hernan at Graphics of the Americas 2011.

During the expo we also answer 
questions from printshop owners, 
though still most printshop owners are 
not familiar with how large D-PES has 
grown in just three years (it is as large 
as ISA + SGIA put together; D-PES is 
as large as FESPA Digital + the largest 
VISCOM (Milano) put together).
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FLAAR staff taking photographs and researching 
in all the booths that were at D-PES.

Here Dr Nicholas Helmuth at a meeting 
at D-PES booth.

What does FLAAR do at a trade show?
Meetings with manufacturers

Since D-PES is an expo primarily of manufacturers, 
most of our meetings are with the owners, 
managers, or other innovative personnel in the 
booths. Actually about half the meetings happen 
when we are walking down the aisle and someone 
comes out of the booth, introduces themself, and 
asks if we can return to their booth for a meeting.

Why it is crucial to know what was 
exhibited at D-PES?
Media and Substrates

Thus we needed to bring to D-PES enough 
staff to photographically record all the booths. 
Here we show only a double-page spread as a 
sample. The separate FLAAR Report on media 
at D-PES shows every booth and lists all the 
manufacturers.

There were more Asian media and substrate 
manufacturers and distributors here than at 
all European expos put together (so FESPA 
and all VISCOM).

There were more media and 
substrate manufacturers and 
distributors here than at all 
USA expos put together.
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After-market Third Party Inks

Almost all the major European and North 
American ink companies now have their 
ink factories in China (or Taiwan or Korea). 
But most have moved their ink factories 
to China. And I am speaking of the major 
Fortune 500 brand names.

UV-cured printers

Every year there is a new brand of UV-curing flatbed printer manufacturer in China. At D-PES 
2012 it seemed like there were more new brands than in the entire last three years put together. 
So we have three reports on UV-cured printers at D-PES:

A complete list of UV-cured printers at D-PES.

The complete list plus spec sheets.

The TRENDs version, namely 
the complete list plus spec 
sheets plus comments on 
TRENDs by Dr Nicholas as 
well as UV-printer specialist 
Jose Melgar (FLAAR Reports). 
This info-packed TRENDs 
version also has comparative 
tabulations of which brands 
and models were exhibited 
year by year, showing which 
brands grew, which brands 
collapsed, and which new 
brands came onto the scene.

D-PES 

D-PES 

So if Chinese ink chemists are making the ink for all the big 
name brands, and for so many of the printer manufacturers, 
it is hardly a surprise that other Chinese ink chemists are 
capable of making good ink by themselves.

D-PES had several brands of inks being exhibited. Sign China 
across the street had even more ink brands there. We have 
separate reports on each exhibition.

D-PES 
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Textile printers at D-PES 2012

Maria Renee Ayau has been working on textile printers for 
several years now. She is the author, along with Nicholas, 
of two levels of reports on textile printers at D-PES 2012.

A complete list of all textile printers at D-PES; by brand 
and by model.
The complete list, plus tabulated specifications (printheads 
when known, etc).

D-PES 

Flatbed cutters at D-PES 2012

There were hundreds and hundreds of CNC routers and CO2 laser engravers 
pulverizing and melting chemical materials for four days on the second floor hall 
of D-PES. The odor of incinerated plastics was overpowering, to say the least. 

Since CNC routers are an old-fashioned technology, and as there are plenty 
of brands from North America, Europe, Korea, and Taiwan, we do not list 
the endless brands available locally. Instead Pablo Martinez and Nicholas 
Hellmuth are looking for the brands, models, and technology which are 
using digital technology.

D-PES 

D-PES 
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Laminators at D-PES 2012

When you are shopping for a printer you are usually told that no lamination is 
required. So most printshops don’t realize how much they need a laminator 
until they realize how much a laminator can help them improve their 
offerings to to their clients.

So our team was on the lookout at D-PES to find, photograph, and publishe 
as many laminators as we could.  

D-PES 
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Solvent printers at D-PES

I estimate that perhaps 60% of the solvent printers at D-PES were featuring 
Epson printheads; and perhaps 40% printheads from Xaar, Spectra, Seiko and a 
few from Ricoh. There were so many DX5 printheaded machines that we have a 
separate FLAAR Report on these.  

Trade Show

Solvent Printers

D-PES 2012
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DX5 and DX7 printheaded printers at D-PES

The largest single category of printers at D-PES were printers with Epson DX5, 
not many DX6, and an increasing number of DX7 printheads. Actually there 
are more printer brands that use Epson heads in China than there are printer 
models from Mimaki, Mutoh, and Roland put together.

Considering that these Chinese printers cost only a few thousand dollars, it is all 

D-PES 
the more noticeable that the new Epson SureColor S30670 eco-solvent printer costs two to three 
times more. The price of the Epson SureColor sure is unexpected since this printer is made in China.

So if you want to find a dozen brands of Chinese printers, at prices substantially less than Epson, this 
special FLAAR Reports sure can be helpful (we don’t list the price of each printer since price varies by 
country, by distributor, and by options).
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Location of the expo center where D-PES is held

When we arrived in Guangzhou we had no idea where the expo center was in relationship with the 
hotel. Several other attendees said that from the web site the location of the expo was unclear.

But once we found the expo center, it turns out it is directly across the street from the other 
Guangzhou expo. Sign China (the “other” Guangzhou expo) and LED China (simply another aspect 
of Sign China) are all together in several immense halls on one side of a main divided street, in the 
China Import and Export Fair, Pazhou Complex.

So D-PES and Sign China are within 100 meters of each other (making it so much better than the first 
two years of D-PES when it was an hour away in a totally different city, Dongguan.

The organizers of D-PES 
really did a professional 
job decorating the expo 
center

Here is a two-page spread to show 
how the outside of the buildings 
looked. The entire front of the 
huge complex was decorated with 
building wrap. Then there were 
many other banners and signs 
elsewhere outside.  In general the 
exterior decoration was better 
than the expo across the street. 
D-PES had much more initiative for 
decorating their building than did 
the digital expo in Barcelona later 
the same week.

Gardens at the main entrance of the Poly World 
Trade Center, where D-PES 2012 was held.
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original Sign China (“the Guangzhou expo”).
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Even the Metro (subway) station was decorated
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Inside the expo center where D-PES is located

Here are some views inside the four halls where D-PES is located: two halls on the main floor and two 
halls upstairs.

The first day visitors were so busy wandering around these two main halls that not many people 
ventured upstairs. So the organizers of D-PES thoughtfully put some giant cubes on the main floor, 
reminding people there was much more to see upstairs.  
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Grand scale of booth structures and spacious booth areas

In the separate subject-by-subject documentary reports you can see every significant booth and 
every pertinent machine, ink, or media type. But in the introductory report we at least wanted to 
mention the grand scale of some of the booths. Here is the CrystalJet portion of the booth which 
also housed Fei Yeung Union, UNIVERSAL (a substantial factory), and iPentum.

Crystal booth.
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What is Guangzhou as a city like?

Because FESPA miscalculated the impact 
of these Chinese expos, the dates of FESPA 
were a cause of headache to people. The 
only ones who profited were the many 
airlines who flew so many of us back and 
forth from the two Guangzhou expos over to 
FESPA. It would be a courtesy if the different 
portions of the industry could coordinate a 
tad better in the future.

So because the two Chinese expos were the 
same week as FESPA, there was no time for 
the FLAAR team to go out and explore and 
experience Guangzhou. From the minute 
we landed here to the hour that we drove 
back to the airport we were taking notes, 
taking photographs, or spending long night 
hours naming the photographs. But I spent 
time in Guangzhou the year before.

Guangzhou is one of the five largest cities in 
China and probably one of the 30 largest cities 
in the world. Yet of course hardly any people 
outside China know about this city: we all 
know Beijing, Shanghai, and Hong Kong.

During the week that I stayed in Guangzhou 
after the expos last year I found it a peaceful 
place. There are plenty of spectacular buildings, 
though of course the river views of Shanghai 
are tough to beat. And the Olympic buildings 
of Beijing are masterpieces of modern 
architecture and structural engineering.
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Guangzhou city, a view driving from the airport to the Poly World Trade Center Expo. It was ironic to find the 
highway lined with the national tree of Guatemala (a ceiba species), though the one here in China may be the 
species from Africa and not from Latin America.
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hang our 21 megapixel Canon EOS-1Ds Mark III out the window on a highway).
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Trade Show

Media and
Substrates

D-PES (Dongguan)

2012

Trade Show

Inkjet Inks
Brands and Distributors

D-PES (Dongguan)

2012

Trade Show

Specs and lists of all 
Chinese printers

with DX5, DX6, DX7 
printheads 2012

D-PES 2012
Trade Show

D-PES (Dongguan)

2012

TRENDs
Wide Format Printer

Trade Show

Textile

D-PES (Dongguan)

2012

TRENDs
Wide Format Printer

Trade Show

2012

UV-Curable
Wide Format 

Printers

So if you did not get to D-PES 2012 (or 
D-PES 2011) we have plenty of FLAAR 
Reports to reveal what was here. 

You can see all the recent FLAAR Reports 
on the world of wide-format printers, inks, 
substrates, cutters, coaters, laminators 
and software at www.FLAAR-Reports.org 
and www.wide-format-printers.NET 

Trade Show

Flatbed
Cutters

D-PES (Dongguan)

2012
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The reports shown below will be available by mid-March. You can order them; send 
your company name and info for us to invoice you, to accounting@FLAAR.org so we 
can send you the prices. 

Trade Show

Guangzhou
2012

TRENDs
Wide Format Printer

Trade Show

Specs and lists of all 
Chinese printers

with DX5, DX6, DX7 
printheads 2012

Guangzhou 
2012

Trade Show

Guangzhou
2012

Media
& Substrates 

Trade Show

Inkjet Inks
Brands and Distributors

Guangzhou
2012

Trade Show

Textile
TRENDs

Wide Format Printer

Guangzhou
2012

Trade Show

2012

UV-Curable
Wide Format 

Printers
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Four of the FLAAR team 
went to work for six weeks, 
in Beijing, at Sign in China.

Improving graphic design of their catalogs, so the catalogs are in full Western style; or when 
in the nice Chinese styles, at least so they are realistic to express a professional style to a 
distributor or printshop owner in Middle East, Africa, Australia, Europe, North America, 
Mexico, Central America, and South America.

Improving English translation (taking their present translation and putting it into North 
American English).

Improving use of jargon: taking their present translation and using the proper technical words.

Improving the gist, style, and philosophy expressed in the catalog.

We can do all of this since we are working for six weeks, in Beijing, doing precisely this for 
one of the largest distributors in China. So we have now plenty of experience working with 
Chinese companies.

Our reports on Chinese expos are one way we provide and share knowledge. An additional 
way that we (FLAAR Reports) can assist:
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Subscriptions may include Consulting if 
desired; the decision is yours

Level 1: Keeping track of which brands and models of printers and which kinds of inks, are exhibited and launched 
when and where...

List Price = If bought individually, Subscription = If all bought at once

Benefits, Coverage, Contents List Price Subscription
Level 1A: (USA: Graphics of the Americas, ISA, GraphExpo, SGIA) Includes lists and 
documentation not in any other source on these printer expos $140 $62

Level 1B: (All USA + Brazil + FESPA Mexico) $262 $120
Level 1C: (China: D-Pes + Guangzhou + Shanghai APPPEXPO) $340 $210
Level 1D: (DRUPA) 4 days of printers of every size and shape; inks and media; we don’t 
use lullaby illusions if that is the style of the PR releases; instead we provide a reality 
check

$570 $420

Level 1E: (All mayor printer trade shows: North & South America, Europe [FESPA + 
Viscom + Reklama Moscow], Middle East, Africa) $566 $420

Level 1C+E: (North & South America + Europe [FESPA, Viscom, DRUPA, Reklama 
Moscow] +  Middle East + Africa + China [D-PES,Guangzhou, Shanghai APPPEXPO]) $1476 $1000

If you prefer to skip this Subscription, it is easy for you simply to attend all these printer expos yourself, or send your 
staff: Total travel distance: only about 200,000 miles, which is about XYZ, 000 kilometers. Your wife and family will never 
forget you being gone this often.

The airfare cost, hotels and meals: roughly $48,000 (economy class and economical hotels). If you need Crowne Plaza 
or above quality, and comparable dining level, your expenses to visit the same printer expos will be around $60,000: or, 
you can have all basic trade show printer lists + distributor lists for each pertinent country for a mere $3500. Or, trade  
show info with no distributor lists for only $1000 (covers an entire year, world wide international expos).

All the above FLAAR Reports, 

covering the whole globe and an 

entire year,  list price $1476

 if bought one by one, 

by Subscription lower price, $1000

Subscription Levels
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Level 2: Introductory printer lists for pertinent UV, solvent, latex printer trade shows, plus lists of distributors for 
wide-format inkjet workflow products (Printers, laminators, inks, and substrates)...

Benefits, Coverage, Contents List Price Subscription
Level 2A: (North and South America UV trade shows printer lists and distributors) $1120 $620
Level 2B: (North & South America, Europe, Middle East, Africa printer lists and dis-
tributors) $3032 $1500

Level 2C: (China: UV-cured printers in China: D-Pes, Guangzhou, Shanghai APPP-
EXPO + worldwide) $4092 $2100

Level 2Da: (DRUPA + Distributors of mayor countries worldwide) $3930 $1200
Level 2Db: (DRUPA + FESPA Barcelona + Distributors worldwide) $4790 $2200
Level 2Dc: (DRUPA + FESPA Barcelona + CHINA + Distributors worldwide) $6090 $3100
Level 2D+: (DRUPA + FESPA Barcelona + China + Mexico + USA + Brazil + Europe + 
Middle East + Africa + Distributors) $6426 $3500

Subscription Levels
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Level 3: Tabulation of Specifications Level, plus trade show reports....

Benefits, Coverage, Contents List Price Subscription
Level 3UVA: (Korea + Taiwan UV Manufacturers and models) $840 $420
Level 3I: (ink North & South America, Europe, Middle East, Africa) $2178 $1200
Level 3UVA+: (All China UV printers + Korea UV printers + Taiwan UV printers) $2560 $1300
Level 3CP+I+M: (All Chinese UV printers + all Chinese inks and substrates) $2854 $1400
Level 3CP: (China Textile + China DX5,DX6,DX7 printers + China UV printers) $3180 $1500
Level 3M: (media & substrates North & South America, Europe, Middle East, Africa) $3236 $1500
Level 3UV: (world wide USA + Europe; All UV printers outside Asia) $4738 $2200
Level 3CE: (All inks + all substrates + all printers: UV, Textile, DX Epson printheaded; 
manufactured in China) $5124 $2500

Level 3Ia+M: (All inks + media & substrates worldwide) $5414 $2500
Level 3Ib+M: (inks + media & substrates + China: D-Pes + Guangzhou + Shanghai 
APPPEXPO) $8454 $4100

Level 3T: (Textile printers worldwide: USA + Europe + China) $8094 $4100
Level 3UV + Level 3T: (world wide USA + Europe; All UV outside Asia + Textile print-
ers worldwide: USA + Europe + China) $12,832 $6000

Level 3E: (Everything at list and tabulation level, including all China, plus all MEMS 
and all MemJet wide format printers) $21,286 $14,000

Subscription Levels
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Level 4: Tabulation of Specifications Level, plus trade show reports + distributors around the world...

Benefits, Coverage, Contents List Price Subscription
Level 4I: (ink North & South America, Europe, Middle East, Africa + ink distributors) $3248 $1500
Level 4M: (media & substrates North & South America, Europe, Middle East, Africa + 
media distributors) $3476 $1500

Level 4CP+I+M: (All Chinese printers + all Chinese inks and substrates) $4164 $3200
Level 4Ia+M: (inks + media & substrates; North & South America, Europe [FESPA + 
Viscom], Middle East, Africa) $9494 $6000

Level 4UV: (world wide USA + Europe; All UV printers outside Asia) $7508 $4100
Level 4CE: (All ink + all substrate + all printers:UV, Textile, DX Epson printheaded 
manufactured in China) $7894 $4200

Level 4Ib+M: (inks + media & substrates worldwide + China: D-Pes + Guangzhou + 
Shanghai APPPEXPO) $13,534 $8000

Level 4T: (Textile printers worldwide: USA + Europe + China) $10,864 $6200
Level 4UV + Level 3T, (world wide USA + Europe; All UV outside Asia + Textile print-
ers worldwide: USA + Europe + China) $15,602 $9600

Level 4E: (Everything at list and tabulation level, including China, ALL DRUPA, 
Graphics of the Americas, FESPA Barcelona, Viscom, ME & Africa, ISA, SGIA, etc.) $24,056 $16,000

Subscription Levels


